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Ø  Last class we learned from Matthew Kieran about                                                     
how psychology suggests we ought to be skeptical                                                  
about the reasons underlying our aesthetic judgments. 

 

Sherri Irvin argues that we should also be skeptical that                                    
there is such a thing as aesthetic experience  
– at least as it has been traditionally theorized. 
 

•  “Is Aesthetic Experience possible?” argues that                                                 
many ways of understanding aesthetic experience are suspect,  

–  because they require that we have accurate introspective insight               
into what’s going on in our own minds while we evaluate art, 
Ø but recent work by psychologists suggests our insight into our            

own minds is more limited and less accurate than we typically think. 

•  She will argue that we need to revise our understanding of         
aesthetic experience and aesthetic appreciation, 
–  to take into account the limitations on our awareness and          

understanding of the processes that lead to our aesthetic judgments                                   
(and hence, our evaluations of artworks). 

 

 



“On several current views, aesthetic appreciation or experience involves         
second-order awareness of one’s own mental processes.” 
 

–  First-order mental states are things like thoughts, perceptions, emotions, and 
judgments of objects and events out in the world. 

Ø Second-order mental states are thoughts, perceptions, emotions, and 
judgments about first-order mental states occurring in our minds. 

–  E.g., feeling anxious about the first day of classes is a first-order mental state; 
•  feeling silly about the fact that you feel anxious about the first day            

of classes is a second-order mental state. 

object in the world 
first-order mental state  
about that object 

second-order mental state  
about first-order mental state 
about that object 



Irvin shows how many accounts of aesthetic experience and appreciation           
involve second-order mental states: 
•  They say that someone who is experiencing & appreciating aesthetically  

–  is responding to an artwork (first order),  
Ø and thinks or feels a certain way about their response (second-order). 

 

•  Matthew Kieran says,  
–  ‘When we truly appreciate a work,  
–  we appreciate its pictorial composition, the arc of the lines,                          

the shading, the foreshadowing,  
»  the ways in which the artistry shapes and guides our responses’” 

•  This is second-order because it involves a feeling of 
appreciation towards one’s own mental responses. 

•  Gary Iseminger suggests that  
–  ‘[s]omeone is appreciating a state of affairs [such as their        

experience of an artwork] just in case  
»  she or he is valuing for its own sake the experiencing of that     

state of affairs’, and is thus in ‘the aesthetic state of mind’.” 

•  This too is second-order: it involves perceiving the       
intrinsic value in one’s experience of the artwork. 

 



•  Jerrold Levinson suggests that  
–  [Iseminger’s idea of] valuing an experience in itself…might be    

cashed out as ‘tak[ing] satisfaction in such an activity for its own sake 
while, at some level, endorsing or approving doing so’; 

–  in Levinson’s version, we have  
»  the experiencing of a state of affairs,  
»  the taking of satisfaction in this experiencing,  
»  and the endorsing of one’s satisfaction. 

•  This view actually involve third-order mental states, then! 

–  Levinson ultimately holds that higher-order valuing of one’s own 
experience is only one variety of aesthetic experience, though.  

•  Noël Carroll, like Levinson, incorporates second-order awareness into   
his account of aesthetic experience, but without making it a requirement:  

»  ‘attention with understanding...to the ways in which [the work’s 
formal and aesthetic properties] engage our sensibilities and 
imagination’ is one variety of aesthetic experience,  

–  but simply attending to those formal and aesthetic properties 
themselves, without any second-order awareness, is another.” 

 



“But what if it turns out that we don’t have introspective access to the processes    
by which our aesthetic responses are produced?  
 

•  What if we are, in fact, very poor judges of                                                           
how the artistry of a work ‘shapes and guides our responses’, as Kieran puts it? 
Ø  There is good reason to think that we are, in fact, poor judges of such things. 

–  In a famous paper, Nisbett and Wilson (1977) surveyed results suggesting that 
we are ignorant of major swathes of what happens in our minds and why, 
though we nonetheless make confident claims about these matters.  

–  We are unaware of crucial factors that enable us to solve problems, 
that cause us to prefer one item to another, and that significantly 
influence our major life decisions.  

–  As Nisbett and Wilson sum things up,  
»  ‘Subjective reports about higher mental processes are   

sometimes correct, but even the instances of correct report        
are not due to direct introspective awareness….” 

–   Though we believe that we are consulting our introspective memories 
when we explain our judgments, decisions, or actions,  
»  we are in fact constructing post hoc rationalizations,” 

•  …that is, making up explanations for our behavior, 
•  instead of identifying what really caused our behavior. 

Rodin, Auguste. (1880) 
The Thinker. 



Irvin lists a number of problems for second-order accounts of aesthetic experience: 
 

Ø  irrelevance: “subjects’ aesthetic or protoaesthetic preferences are        
strongly affected by conditions that are aesthetically irrelevant”, such as: 

–  mere exposure (how frequently you’ve seen something), 

–  relative position: 
•  “…when Nisbett and Wilson (1977) asked subjects in a discount store              

to rate the quality of four pairs of stockings that were in fact identical,  
•  spatial position had a large effect on rankings [of preference]:  
 

    12%              17%               31%               40% 

–  what question you ask to learn about someone’s preference: 
•  Yamada (2009) suggests that a reversal of preference can be achieved          

by asking subjects different questions about the stimuli. 
•  Subjects were asked to compare an abstract and a representational painting. 

»  When asked to verbalize their reasons for liking the paintings, 
•  they preferred the representational painting.  

»  When asked to verbalize their reasons for disliking the paintings,  
•  they preferred the abstract painting. 



Ø  course-grainedness:  
–  “Aesthetically relevant aspects of a work [such as the level of detail, or 

completeness] fail to have the expected effects on people’s judgments”  
 

–  Nisbett and Wilson (1977) gave subjects a selection                                                 
from John Updike’s novel Rabbit, Run. 

•  Some subjects read the entire selection,  
•  while others read versions that had                                                                 

various significant passages deleted. 

–  However, subjects in all conditions                                                                 
rated the selection as having the                                                                 
same degree of emotional impact.  

•  This suggests that the subjects’ response                                                                 
to the work was not responsive to specific details                                                    
in the way that artists presumably hope                                                          
when they carefully refine their works.” 



Ø  course-grainedness [continued] 

»  Studies of the visual perception of paintings, too, support the idea 
that much aesthetic judgement is coarse-grained.  

•  Locher et al. (2007) found that ratings made after                 
100 millisecond exposures to paintings are highly correlated 
with ratings made after unlimited exposure.  

•  Eye movement analysis showed that initial reactions 
during unlimited exposure were based on exploration     
of only 27 per cent of the work.  

•  Moreover, in the entirety of the unlimited exposure phase 
‘approximately 54% of the pictorial fields were not 
directly fixated or did not receive sustained fixation’. 

•  Subjects neglected large portions of the artwork,  
•  and their ratings were based primarily on            

details cursorily taken in during very early             
phases of exposure,  

•  and not substantially updated after fuller study.” 



 
Ø  ignorance: “Subjects tend not to know whether a particular condition                    

has affected their judgment.” 

–  “Subjects in the Rabbit, Run study believed,                                               
incorrectly, that the passages that were deleted                                                      
in some conditions influenced, or would have influenced,                                            
their judgments of emotional impact.  

–  Subjects in another study by Nisbett and Wilson                                        
mistakenly believed that their judgments of a documentary                                    
had been altered by a distracting noise outside the theatre,  

–  but in fact, their ratings were the same as those of subjects                                  
who saw the documentary without the noise.  

–  Subjects in the stocking study were unaware that the position of the stockings 
had affected their judgments; indeed, they were incredulous at the suggestion. 

–   In some studies, the ignorance extends even more deeply:  
•  subjects who are induced to change their evaluation of something                    

often fail to recognize not only what has been responsible for the change,  
•  but even that the change has happened at all:  
•  they incorrectly recall having held their current evaluation all along.” 



 
Ø  confabulation: “People are unaware that they 

lack good introspective access to the factors that 
influence their judgments,  
Ø  and they provide confabulated (made-up) 

‘explanations’ of their choices.” 

•  In the stocking study, subjects attributed     
their ratings to differences in the                 
‘knit, weave, sheerness, elasticity,                     
or workmanship of the stockings’,  
–  though the stockings were in fact  

identical in these respects.  

•  Nisbett and Wilson (1977, esp. p. 241) report 
that such spurious explanations  are common.  

•  Subjects apparently rely on theories about 
which factors are relevant to judgment in 
fabricating such explanations.” 

Kandisky, Wassily. (1919)  
Composition #218 (Two Ovals). 



Ø  explanation-induced instability:  
•  “When subjects try to report on the mental processes that have  

influenced their judgments, this changes what they report preferring” 

•  “…a subject asked to explain her preference is likely to say that                    
she likes a comical poster better than a poster of an Impressionist painting,  
–  but subjects not asked to explain tend to hold the opposite preference  

(Wilson et al. 1993)”    

•  Johansson et al. (2005) asked subjects to report their preference            
between two faces, X and Y.  

–  Some subjects who reported preferring X would later be asked                 
to explain why they (allegedly) preferred Y.  
»  For the subject even to notice that she was being asked to explain     

a preference that she did not hold was rare;  
»  and her explanation would often invoke features of Y that were       

not also possessed by X, showing that she was not reporting on       
an introspective process that generated the initial preference.  

–  Moreover, after being asked to ‘explain’ her ‘preference’ for Y,  
»  the subject typically would express a preference for Y if subsequently 

asked to compare X & Y again (Hall & Johansson 2008) 



Ø  explanation-induced deterioration: “When preferences change as a       
result of explanation, they are lower in quality from two perspectives.  

–  First, the preferences are less likely to match those of experts. 

–  Second, subjects are less likely to be satisfied by their choices.  
•  Subjects who chose the comical poster were less likely to have hung it, 

reported liking it less, and were willing to sell it for a lower price            
(Wilson et al. 1993).” 

Monet, Claude. (1872) Impression, Sunrise.  



Two things that psychology tells us               
that don’t threaten second-order theories         
of art appreciation & evaluation: 
 

1.  “Correct explanation: people often 
explain their choices correctly, 
though mostly through theorizing 
rather than introspection. 

–  This good news has limited ability to 
mitigate the bad news, since subjects 
still believe they are introspecting. 

2.  Differential susceptibility:              
there seem to be subgroups of people 
who are less susceptible to some of 
the problems, and they may have 
greater introspective access to their 
mental processes.” Leguizamo, Jesus.  

(2015) Introspection. 



Ø  …but what does this have to do with art evaluation? 
 

–  “In the studies discussed above, subjects were asked  
–  to report on liking or disliking of an artwork or other object, to express a 

preference between objects, to make choices about whether to acquire or keep  
an object, or to make judgments of quality regarding non-art objects. 

Ø How are such measures related to                                              
aesthetic experience and appreciation? 

–  Liking, preference, and choice might come apart from                  
aesthetic judgment in particular cases.  

»  I nonetheless regard these measures as at least proto-aesthetic,        
in the absence of evidence to the contrary.  
•  (Similar to Kieran’s claim that getting pleasure from an artwork 

is a defeasible reason to think that artwork is aesthetically good) 

»  First, there is surely an intimate relationship between                      
an experience of aesthetic value and an experience of liking, 
pleasure, or preference, even if the correlation is not perfect. 

»   Traditional accounts of aesthetic value have often defined it             
in terms of the production of pleasurable states.” Maria Kochetkova  

in Yuri Possokhov’s  
Classical Symphony 



“How do the problems outlined above cause trouble for                           
[second-order] accounts of aesthetic appreciation and experience?  
 
 

•  On views requiring that artworks be correctly apprehended,  

–  it seems that anyone afflicted by irrelevance, and possibly also               
coarse-grainedness, could not be appreciating a work aesthetically.  

•  In cases of irrelevance, it seems the object is perceived through a fog 
of irrelevant conditions that cause viewers to misapprehend it.  
–  Identical stockings, seen through the haze of the position effect, 

seem to differ in weave, elasticity, and sheerness.  

•  Coarse-grainedness, on the other hand,                                                    
need not involve false beliefs about the object:  
•  it is not false to describe several    

different shades as ‘red’,  or several 
different emotional timbres as ‘sad’.  

•  But it does suggest a failure                              
to apprehend the object fully enough    
for aesthetic appreciation.” 



Irvin explains how ignorance, coarse-grainedness,                      
confabulation, etc. pose problems for each of the                              
second-order theories of art evaluation she summarized. 
 

Ø  The take-away is that second-order theories                               
are suspect, because they unrealistically expect us                        
to be able to tell what features of artworks are                 
influencing our judgments, and how. 

She says that 
•  “If an account of aesthetic experience or appreciation                        

picks out phenomena that turn out not to be empirically viable,” 
–  (like reliable second-order awareness of our responses to artworks) 

•  “…we should conclude that it has picked out the wrong things.  

•  We should be wary of accounts of aesthetic experience                  
and appreciation developed without consulting relevant         
empirical evidence.” 

Ø Our accounts of aesthetic experience/appreciation                
should square with whatever experimental results                    
from psychology are available for theorists to consult. 

Renoir, Pierre-Auguste. (1877)  
Jeune Femme Assise (La Pensée). 



She lists desiderata for a good account of aesthetic experience/appreciation: 
 

Ø  …aesthetic experience and appreciation should not turn out to be rare,          
exalted states accessible only to art experts or the preternaturally gifted.”  

–  The account should allow that  
•  “Ordinary people have aesthetic experiences on a fairly regular basis…

[and] can appreciate many kinds of artworks, ranging from popular music 
to paintings in museums.  

–  Some works may be so complex or difficult that only a few people          
can appreciate them, but such works are the exception. 

Hoffman, Judith. (2010) Collapsed Levee. 
Weiwei, Ai. (2012) Straight. 



Ø  Irvin contrasts “mere appreciation of an artwork & deep appreciation. 

•  Mere appreciation requires that one not only experiences the object,                                
but apprehends (understands, grasps) it correctly. 

•  “Deep appreciation, which comes in degrees,……requires significant background 
knowledge & preparedness which may be absent in ordinary appreciation.” 

–  “…[it] demonstrates a grasp of such things as artistic technique,                         
art-historical relations, the artist’s achievement in making the work, & the manner 
in which the artwork evokes cognitive, perceptual, & emotional responses.  

–  …[and] typically involves the ability to offer detailed descriptions                        
of the artwork and the achievement it manifests.”  

Irvin explains that an acceptable account of aesthetic appreciate should allow that                                                
all people can (merely) appreciate artworks, but may say that                                                     
“some, or many, people have never had experiences of deep appreciation.”  
 

•  “It is not elitist to acknowledge that  
–  when a person has made a special effort to develop competence                        

with respect to a given art form, be it painting or hip hop,  
–  she will be able to appreciate the work more fully by virtue of her                             

better grasp of the work itself & the art-historical relations in which it stands.”  



According to Irvin’s own account,  
•  “How does introspective awareness figure in aesthetic experience,         

aesthetic appreciation, and deep aesthetic appreciation, respectively?”  

Ø “Introspective awareness of the kind called into question     
by Nisbett & Wilson (1977) and their successors                        
is unnecessary for aesthetic experience.  

•  Some awareness of one’s own perception is necessary 
for aesthetic experience 
•  —one cannot have an aesthetic experience of 

perceptual information that one is unaware of 
taking in and processing  

•  (as when one is driving a long distance                
and ‘zones out’ for a while)… 

•  However, the ability to observe one’s own             
mental process and understand precisely why             
one feels moved by a piece of music or a               
natural environment, or which aspects of the object are 
responsible for one’s feeling, should not be required.” 



Ø “What about ordinary aesthetic appreciation?                                                
Ø Does it require introspective awareness of mental processes?  

–  No. Aesthetic appreciation of an artwork requires a 
sufficiently accurate grasp of the work,  

–  & some of the problems identified above would threaten this:  
»  [e.g.] when a position effect influences one’s perception, 

leading one to think that two (virtually) identical objects 
differ in specific qualities,  

»  one’s grasp of…them is significantly compromised.  

•  For ordinary appreciation, though,                                                              
it is sufficient to have a reasonable grasp of the object itself  

•  without having insight into what it is about the object that               
causes one to enjoy it or to evince a particular response to it.  

–  Aspects of the musical structure of an R&B song may cause me to 
make certain choices in how I dance, or to feel especially moved,  
•  but I can appreciate the music aesthetically                         

without understanding how these effects are achieved                 
or which elements of the music are responsible.” 

Chagall, Marc. (1911) 
I and the Village. 



“Deep aesthetic appreciation,” on the other hand,  
•  “involves understanding of how the artwork achieves its effects,  
•  and thus [requires] significant insight into mental processes.  

–  When we learn how particular emotional effects in film are achieved      
through subtle techniques we had not previously noticed,  

–  this increases the depth of our appreciation.” 

»  video: bit.ly/1kSybIA 

•  “We thus have two problems” hindering deep aesthetic appreciation of artworks:  
–  lack of introspective awareness of mental processes,  
–  and misleading introspective access to or memory of mental states.” 



Irvin suggests one way that we could improve                                             
our introspective awareness, to foster deep appreciation of artworks: 
 

•  A number of Buddhist-derived meditation practices                                            
are devoted to bringing more of our experiential states                                      
into explicit consciousness while suspending the                                     
evaluative mechanisms that tend to distort our awareness.  

–  Mindfulness techniques improve ability to detect stimuli                             
and accurately identify their properties. 
•  Mindfulness training enhances perceptual acuity & speeds processing, 

making it more likely that people will accurately detect                          
the features of an object.  

•  It increases awareness of one’s inner experiences                                 
and improves working memory.  

»  All of these effects have promise for                        
combatting coarse-grainedness (inattention to detail):  
•  if one is better able to detect the features of the object  

and one’s own perceptual experiences, and better able    
to hold this information in mind, one is more likely to be 
responsive to the relevant features of the object.  



•  “Mindfulness training also improves executive function,  
–  reducing the attention paid to distractions and     

enhancing focus on relevant information.  

•  This has clear promise for combatting                       
the problem of irrelevance” (being affected by   
factors beyond the work itself). 
–  video: bit.ly/1LYIIZq 

 
“Obviously, these results are suggestive rather than 
decisive when it comes to aesthetic judgment.  
 

–  To my knowledge, no studies have measured 
whether mindfulness training enhances one’s 
ability to notice and respond to the aesthetically 
relevant features of a poem or painting.  

»  But the mounting evidence in other domains 
invites the hypothesis that the cognitive, 
perceptual, and attentional effects of 
mindfulness training would enhance 
aesthetic judgment.” 



She addresses a worry that learning about how artworks produce effects on us    
actually gets in the way of experiencing those effects. 
•  “The greatest worry, perhaps, is that my immersive experience                               

may be compromised by my attempts to observe, in real time,                                
how particular features of the work affect me.  
–  If, in watching a scene in a movie, I am attending to the extremely slow      

zoom in on a character’s face in relation to a theory about how this     
maneuver evokes emotion, this may disrupt my emotional response. 

She says that it may not be a problem that                                                                      
close attention to artworks precludes aesthetic experience: 
Ø  We can use our knowledge of how the work is likely to affect us                                   

to draw a conclusion about whether the work is good or not. 

–  “If I am relying on an accurate theory of how people’s responses are produced 
by particular aspects of the artwork, should it matter that I myself do not 
experience the relevant response? “ 

»  On views that say “aesthetic appreciation is thought to be 
experiential, having the response is necessary.” 

»  But an alternative view of aesthetic appreciation could hold that 
aesthetic experience of the work isn’t necessary. 



Irvin lays out “two possibilities to 
mitigate [lessen] the worry that 
applying theoretical knowledge          
to a work will undermine         
aesthetic responses.  
 

•  First, it may be that         
theoretical knowledge about                       
how particular aspects of a work 
affect our responses is disruptive 
when first acquired,  

•  but over time can come to coexist 
with [aesthetic] responses that are 
restored to, or even enhanced 
relative to, their initial intensity.” 

–  That is, maybe only novices 
cannot analyze a work and 
experience it aesthetically     
at the same time. 

–  Perhaps expert critics develop 
the ability to do both at once. 

Rockwell, Norman. (1955) The Art Critic.  



•  “Second, there may be more than one mode                        
in which a work can be experienced,  

•  and it may be possible to learn to shift among these modes. 

–  It may be possible to experience a work immersively, 
experiencing and enjoying the effects it produces on us, 

–  and then later to experience it more analytically,         
with specific attention to the aspects that our    
theoretical knowledge tells us should be operative           
in producing our responses.” 



“To sum up: aesthetic experience, appropriately construed,                                           
is not threatened by the problems I enumerated above.  
•  This is because an experience need not include                                                        

an accurate grasp of its object to be aesthetic. 

(Mere) aesthetic appreciation,  
•  which in my view does require a sufficiently accurate grasp of its object  
•  but does not require attention to one’s own mental states or processes,  
…is threatened by irrelevance and coarse-grainedness.  

–  However, to the extent that these problems rear their heads in unusual cases, 
this need not worry us exceedingly.  

–  Also, mindfulness training may mitigate these problems, helping us                 
to grasp objects more accurately while weeding out distorting factors. 

Deep aesthetic appreciation is threatened by all of the problems,  
•  because deep appreciation requires understanding of                                              

how our responses are produced by the work. 
–  However, introspection of one’s own mental processes, which is               

seriously called into question by the empirical work, may not be required… 
–  …accurate theoretical knowledge about causal relations                          

between aspects of a work and people’s responses, may be sufficient               
to allow us to assess the work’s merits as deep appreciation requires.” 


